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winter
storage

contact us today for clean, dry,
climate controlled storage
734-761-1088

Rennstatt Racing is the performance division of ArborMotion.

669 State Circle, Ann Arbor, MI 48108  734-761-1088 
w w w.arbormotion.com/rennstatt
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On the Grid
By RSR President Tim Pott

Encore!
Special thanks to JP Lammers, Eric
Gedeon, Rhiannon Stewart and Jay
Douglas, who are a few of the staff
at Porsche of Ann Arbor, for their
generous efforts in helping me host
our Holiday Party which we held for the
second year in a row in their beautiful
Porsche showroom. This venue lends
itself perfectly for this semi-formal event and gives us all a
chance to schmooze and reminisce the past year’s events,
and to begin to think about the upcoming year. Attendees
were asked to bring gifts, checks or money orders equal to
the $50.00 per head we would have charged. The funds
and gifts were then donated to Mott’s Children’s Hospital
from the members of RSR. JP graciously offered a beautiful
Porsche design watch at a discounted price that we then
raffled off which raised additional funds for Mott’s. The final
tally came to about $3,400.00 in monetary contributions
and an estimated $2,000.00 in some very thoughtful gifts.
A hospital can be a scary place for a child and these gifts
go a long way towards helping to brighten spirits. Well done
RSR members and thank you so much for the generous
donations for the second year in a row.
Trackies Unite!
RSR is well known for putting the “fast” component first
when it comes to holding Drivers’ Education events.
Without the continued efforts of our ChIef Driving Instructor,
Christian Maloof, his able assistant, Phil Mather and their
excellent team of driving instructors we would never
achieve the “fast”. This year Roger Garrell also stepped
up when both Christian and Phil had conflicts and were
unable to attend an event. Rich Chang and Tom Krueger
divide the registration duties: Rich handling the check-in at
the track and Tom handling the online registration. If these
events look easy to facilitate, it is only because of the vast
experience and knowledge of the volunteers which makes
it look easy. Thanks to all of you who helped out this past
year. Our D.E. events ran with the same precision of a
perfectly driven lap at Grattan Raceway.
Roads Scholars!
We had four excellent social driving tours this year. The
Hidden Lakes Garden Tour, hosted by Mike and Kathy O’Rear,
kicked off the season with the destination at Michigan State
University’s botanical showcase. Axel and Claudia Schmidt
hosted the third annual Ann Arbor Challenge Amazing Race.

This unique driving event has stops where the drivers get
tested in various non-driving skills such as putting, RC car
driving and trivia quizzes. The scores are tallied at the
end and trophies are awarded for this highly competitive
(tongue in cheek) event. The beautiful fall colors in
Michigan are celebrated with a drive through some of the
nicest back roads you can find in lower Michigan. Stewart
and Sally Free, Doug and Joanne Ash and Al and Claire
Utter combined forces to pull this one off and the results
were wonderful. Our final drive was the Polar Bear Run
hosted by Sebastian Gaeta. This annual event started as an
impromptu group of folks who decided to brave the early
Michigan winter in their convertible Porsches. It quickly
morphed into a very large group desperate to get in that
one final run of the year.
Porsches Not in Motion!
One of our earliest events this year was our 20th Anniversary
party held at the Stahl Museum, which was hosted by our
past President Rick Mammel and his lovely sidekick and
wife Lynda. This museum is one of those well kept secrets
with an eclectic collection of cars and memorabilia from the
late 1800’s to the 1960’s. The museum’s docent actually
played an old restored organ to boot! This was all followed
by a flawlessly catered dinner. I don’t know how Rick keeps
coming up with these hidden gems but I’m grateful that
he does. Kudos to Rick and Lynda for putting together this
wonderful celebration for our club’s 20th birthday!
Budding concours nuts were treated to a mini-concour
event of their own at the annual Inn at St. John’s event.
Participants got a taste of what the shine and show folks
are up against in this mini-concours held on a grassy portion
of the golf course. The main show has become one of
the premier events of its kind in this country. Our events
chairperson, Dave Cooper and his wife Norah, organize and
host this unique mid-summer event. Thanks so much for
your efforts!
Jim Dunham and Andy Sasyk helped relieve winter cabin
fever by hosting a movie night at Jim’s garage in the middle
of winter. I’m not sure if the movies were more popular
than looking at Jim’s garage and on-going Porsche related
projects. Regardless, this event is a sure cure for the
Michigan winter doldrums. Thank you Jim and Andy.
Soaring with RSR, hosted by Dave Finch and Veep Peter
Grant, has become another annual and distinctly unique
event. Where else can our members get personally piloted

(Continued on page 7)
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season's greetings
from munk's motors

Ask about off-season pricing on Porsche service.
3080 Huron St. (M-59)
Waterford, Michigan
service@munks.com
248.681.8081

Michigan’s #1 Rated Bosch Service Center
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RSR Calendar of Events
January 3 (Tues.): Official Non-Meeting gathering at Karl’s
Cabin, Plymouth

June 15-18 (Thurs.-Sun.): RSR Drivers’ Education Grattan
Raceway

January 21 (Sat.) 10:00 AM: Time With Tim, ArborMotion/Rennstatt-- Host: Tim Pott.

July 11 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s Cabin,
Plymouth

February 7 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s
Cabin, Plymouth

July 18 (Tues.): RSR Drivers’ Education Waterford Hills

March 7 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s Cabin, Plymouth
March 18 (Sat.) 10:00 AM: Time With Tim, ArborMotion/
Rennstatt -- Host: Tim Pott.
April 4 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s Cabin,
Plymouth
April 15 (Sat.) 10:00 AM: Time With Tim, ArborMotion/
Rennstatt -- Host: Tim Pott.
May 2 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s Cabin,
Plymouth

August 1 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s Cabin, Plymouth
August 11-12 (Fri.-Sat.): RSR Drivers’ Education Waterford Hills
September 12 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s
Cabin, Plymouth
September 19 (Tues.): RSR Drivers’ Education Waterford
Hills
October 3 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s
Cabin, Plymouth

May 16 (Tues.): RSR Drivers’ Education Waterford Hills

November 7 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s
Cabin, Plymouth

May 20 (Sat.) 10:00 AM: Time With Tim, ArborMotion/
Rennstatt -- Host: Tim Pott.

December 5 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s
Cabin, Plymouth

June 6 (Tue.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- Karl’s Cabin,
Plymouth

For more information on surrounding area events, see
“Around the Zone” on page 21.

(On the Grid -- from page 5)
in an engineless glider? Fresh caught salmon and tuna were
donated and grilled by Dan and Mary Ann Kantrow with
John Kytasty assisting with the chef duties. This is one of
those don’t miss events and attendance is limited. Be sure
to sign up early next summer. I plan to!
Honorable Mentionables!
I can’t possibly thank all the folks who work on a day to day
basis keeping RSR running like a German sports car (read
“Porsche” here). Treasurer Burghard Linn, Membership
Chairman and Club Historian Glenn Trapp, Bahn Stormer
Editor Mike O’Rear, Insurance Chair and updater of our
Regional Newsletter Jim Dowty, our Cranky Webmeister
Eman, Our Crack Legal Team Michael Kimber, Past President

Rick Mammel and last but certainly not least, Peter Grant
our hard-working Vice President. All the additional board
members: Dan Kantrow, John Kytasty, Tom Krueger and Axel
Schmidt along with newly elected board members, Kevin
Kral and Jeremy Goddard round out the regulars who help
run our club.
Whew! That’s a lot of “thank-yous” and all well deserved.
As you can see, if you made it through reading all this, we
have a very active club with something for everyone. There
are always room for more events, so if you have a new idea
for an event, or want to resurrect and old one, please bring
your suggestion to a board meeting or contact our events
chairperson Dave Cooper or assistant events chairperson
Peter Grant.
Have a great holiday season and see you all next year!
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Porsche	
  of	
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  Arbor
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Import	
  

We offer an excellent selection of cars for immediate delivery....
or place your order.
We can also help you find the new (or used) Porsche of your dreams.

Porsche of Ann Arbor

Come visit our brand new Porsche building
2575 South State Street, Ann arbor, MI 48104
Take I-94 to State Street. go North 1/2 mile...
Porsche of Ann Arbor is on the right.
Porsche Sales 734.761.3200
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Membership
Current Membership 497*

* Includes 301 Primary Members

Welcome New Members
Frank & Holly Kunick
Howell, MI
2015 Guards Red Boxster S

Michael & JianPing McKelvey
Ann Arbor, MI
1964 Red 356

John & Yvonne Welte
Walled Lake, MI
1968 Black 911L

Member Anniversaries
Phil & Francie Kish......................................38
Tom Green..................................................30
Brian Nao & Kathy Toy-Nao........................25
Ken & Josie Bush........................................18
William & Todd Houghton..........................17
James & Deanna Utsler..............................14
Phil & Sarah Kingham...................................9
Larry Webster...............................................6

Paul Eddleston..............................................4
Keith & Kathy Knudsen.................................4
Skip & Christopher Kuhn..............................4
Rick & Beth Peterson....................................3
Brian & Diana Thorpe...................................3
Ryan Beekman..............................................2
Heramb Dandekar........................................1
Shawn Pierrel...............................................1

The Rally Sport Region - Porsche Club of America
Membership Information: Those interested in joining Porsche Club of America (PCA) can fill out the application form located in the forms
section of our website -- http://rsp.pca.org. Cost is $46 US per year. You will receive a subscription to both Panorama, the official PCA
magazine, and the The Bahn Stormer, the Rally Sport Region newsletter.
Send the application and a check (or Visa/MC), payable to Porsche Club of America, to the membership chairperson, Glenn Trapp (1834
Woodcreek, Brighton, MI 48114), for processing. If you have questions or need additional information please contact Glenn (810-2277854 or gtrapper@gmail.com).
Subscription to The Bahn Stormer is free to RSR* members. Non-members pay an annual fee of $18 US.
Address Changes: If you change your address, please forward your new address to Porsche Club of America’s Executive Director:
Vu Nguyen, PO Box 6400, Columbia, MD 21046 and to RSR* Membership Chairperson, Glenn Trapp, at gtrapper@gmail.com. This will
ensure the timely delivery of both the Panorama and The Bahn Stormer.
* Please take note: Rally Sport Region’s official acronym from PCA national is RSP. Please make special note of this when dealing with PCA
national.
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RSR Holiday Party
By RSR Editor Mike O’Rear. Photos by Stewart & Sally Free and Al & Claire Utter

The Holiday Party was another great success. More than
100 members gathered at Porsche of Ann Arbor for wonderful food and great conversation. Porsche of Ann Arbor
not only provided a perfect location fot the party, but also

donated a Porsche wrist watch valued at $800 for a raffle
that added unexpected excitement to the event.
Not only did we have a good time -- we did good! It took
two trips to the C. S. Mott Children’s Hospital to deliver the
mounds of toys we collected. The toys, including many
more bought with about $3,400 in donated money, will
make for a brighter Christmas day for children and families
in the hospital over the holidays.
Thanks to Tim & Barb Pott for hosting this year’s gathering.

The bellow of a new Audi R8 V-10, fired up in the
showroom, brought a crowd from the Porsche
showroom to see what all the noise was about.

Nancy Sasyk selects from the array of delicious offerings.
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RSR President Tim Pott presents new member
Manuel Tenorio-Rios with a new Porsche wrist
watch he won in a raffle drawing. The watch was
donated to the event by kind folks at Porsche of
Ann Arbor.

2016 Polar Bear Run
Story by Stewart & Sally Free, photos by Axel Schmidt

This year’s Polar Bear Run was less than Polar with warm
late fall weather making for a second fall color tour. More
than 40 cars and about 70 people turned out for the event.

Host Sebastian Gaeta (center) briefs the drivers on
how to get to Chelsea -- the long way.

Although not a member of the club, Alex Pollock brought his
virtually priceless Porsche 904 to the run. Alex is a customer
of Tim Pott and generously shares a car that most would not
dare to drive on the street.

Two unique classic Porsches joined the Run.
RSR member John Thompson brought his
356 Karmann Hardtop and SEM member
Vic Rivera his early 911.

The final destination -- The Common Grill in Chelsea,
Michigan.

The “top down” tradition continued this year -although an unseasonably warm fall made it far
less of a challenge. Axel & Claudia Schmidt’s 1995
Carbiolet is a wonderful way to experience fall.

First as Vice-President and now as President, Tim
Pott (shown here with wife Barb) continues to devote serious time and energy to making our club a
winning organization.
11
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Roadway Karma Challenge: Staying Calm Behind the
Wheel
Story by RSR Member Valerie Roedenbeck (For more of Valerie’s musings go to porschemama.com)

My fast car and I getting around town on a football
Saturday. (photo by Bob Moore)
“Mom, you’re like the Grinch when you drive,” one of my
girls said the other day after she heard me commenting
out loud about a driver’s lack of turn signal usage. I had
to admit she was right. Every yogi has his or her obstacles
on the journey to becoming kinder, and my own manifest
in the form of fellow drivers on the roadway driving erratically, talking on their phones, failing to use turn signals and
traveling 30 mph in a 35 mph zone. Whoa, that is a whole
lot of judgment on my part, isn’t it? While I can practice
kindness with ease at the grocery store and workplace, the
road somehow brings out the worst in me. A recent low
point: my impatient drive behind a slow-moving Subaru
Forrester, which I followed for what seemed like an interminable slow drive while complaining to myself, until we
arrived at … the yoga studio.
My brand of road rage is easy to hold on to because it
is of the silent sort: I pass judgment in the safety of my
vehicle, where no one can hear me. But part of me knows
that even if no one can hear, my judgmental and cranky
commentary is sending negative energy out into the world.
Even worse — it is doing nothing to improve anyone’s driving quality, including my own.
Recently, I’ve been reading quite a few books about the
philosophy behind the physical practice of yoga. Many of
us come to yoga for what it promises to do for us: a calmer
mind, less aches and pains, and a healthier body. But did
you know there is a whole philosophy behind yoga which
offers – and expects – much more of the practitioner?
One of the key parts of living karma yoga is not just uttering “namaste” — which means I bow to the divine in you
— but living it. As such, yogis commit to treating everyone
they come into contact with as an equal, with love and respect. This is, admittedly, a huge challenge. Consider how

hard it is to treat our loved ones well all the time, and now
imagine treating those you don’t like (and perhaps even
severely dislike) well. All the time. Yeah, makes me want
to give up, too.
But time and time again I return to this challenge because I believe it is a worthwhile one. There are no promises as to how quickly this journey will take, but over time,
I will hopefully build habits which will make me kinder toward others.
That day in the car, my daughter noticed what she had
made me think, so she added, “don’t worry, Mom — the
Grinch learns and gets nicer in the end.” And yes, this Grinch is indeed learning and becoming nicer to the other souls
behind the wheel out there, one day at a time. But the
journey is long, so I am jump starting it with the Roadway
Karma Challenge.
Inspired to create change for myself on the road, I wrote
up a list of reminders to help me undo my bad habits behind the wheel. Maybe you’ll enjoy pondering some of
these on your next drive as well:
• I love to drive. When I am behind the wheel, I generally
enjoy it, and have trouble understanding why so many
people would rather do anything but drive. This is the
perfect opportunity to remind myself that we are not all
the same, and that is a wonderful thing.
• When I am in the micro-universe that is my car, listening to my own music or interacting with my children, it
is easy to make up stories. Is everyone else deliberately
being rude and impeding my journey with their driving?
Probably not. There is no way I can know what is going
on in each person’s car. I can’t really communicate with
other cars to ask just what they are up to and why. The
methods of car-to-car communication I learned (turn
signals, mostly) don’t always work. The bad driver I am
frustrated over could have just gotten terrible news, or
be the victim of abuse, or be in the midst of a foreclosure.
In the case of drivers especially, we never know what is
going on in other people’s lives, or what kind of battles
they are fighting. Resisting the temptation to invent what
is motivating other people behind the wheel can save us
from becoming unnecessarily annoyed and aggressive.
(Continued on page 23)
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Ramblings From a Life With Cars
By Regular Contributor and SEM-PCA Member Tom Fielitz

Mind the Gap
As generations of Porsches have come along the gap in
performance has grown from a manageable amount to a
chasm of difference. In the days of the 356 there was a
rapid amount of engineering improvement from the pre A
356 to the last iteration of the 356C. Most of the difference came in the engine compartment. Even though the
basic design of the engine stayed the same the horsepower
more than doubled. Chassis and brakes improved a similar
amount again even though the basic design did not change
from 1950 to 1965. The chassis of the 356 was based on
VW technology. With tuning and refinements like the camber compensating leaf on the rear the 356 was more potent than most sports cars of that era.
When the 911/912 was developed the chassis took a
fresh and modern approach to the suspension with strut
front suspension design and the rear was fully independent with trailing arms. The modern suspension design
along with longer wheelbase and wider track left the 356
far behind. But a well sorted 911 was faster than even
race prepared 356 Speedsters. There was a significant gap
in performance. Some 356 owners resorted to making the
suspension so stiff that the deficiencies of the suspension
design were not an issue.
The chassis and basic engine design of the 911 remained
static from 1965 to the onset of the 964 in 1989 when the
only change to the suspension was the substitution of
coil springs for torsion bars. The basic engine designed
was gradually improved with increased displacement and
horsepower in the same air cooled six. The 914 was introduced with the front suspension of the 911 but the rear
suspension was lifted from the VW Thing. In design the
mid engine 914 chassis was superior to the 911. The same
was true with the introduction of the 924/944 that again
borrowed heavily on suspension pieces from VW sedans.
The balance of a transaxle design in the 924/944 and the
928 should have been superior to the now very old 911
chassis but chassis tuning still made the 911 performance
competitive. Some 914 and 944 owners made the suspension very stiff as to overcome the deficiencies of the VW
based designs.
The 993 version of the 911 changed all of that in 1995
with a fresh update of the chassis design. Once again there
was a measurable gap in performance in the generations
of 911. Older 911 chassis could not hope to keep up with
the new design without making the suspension so stiff that
the deficiencies of the original suspension design were not

an issue. The 993 chassis leapt into current suspension
design replacing the ancient rear trailing arm with modern multi link design. The amount of grip the new chassis
could deliver and more importantly the poise and consistency made the 993 a potent track weapon. However this
generation had the shortest lifespan of only three years in
the US. Engine regulations on economy and specifically on
noise forced Porsche into another major revision.
The 996 was a radical redesign released in 1999 that
once again challenged all the Porsche purists to accept a
new direction for the 911 model. Now a water cooled motor totally eclipsed the air cooled original engine platform.
The chassis was only the second generation of the 911
platform largely carried over from the 993 with minor tuning. The 996 was significantly faster than the 993 but the
performance gap had narrowed. The introduction of the
Boxster optimized the chassis and engine advances with a
mid engine layout. Now even the entry level Porsche had
a significant performance advantage over all preceding
Porsche models. The 997 was a styling freshening and a
chassis tune up released in 2005 that set the standard for
Porsche performance until 2012.
The 991 becomes the seventh generation of the 911 design and the third generation of chassis design but one that
is evolved in every dimension. What sets the new generation apart from every earlier version is the incorporation
of modern chassis computers that enhance the driving experience. This has become the largest performance gap
in the history of the 911. The modern 991 driver has a
performance advantage that sets it far above every previous version. The newest 991.2 is just a further refinement
that sets the standard to a point that could not have been
conceived back in the introduction of the first 911. Head to
head on the track there is a series of gaps in performance
from the 356 until the current generation. One had to
wonder where the next gap in performance will take us.

It’s Evolution
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There Is No Substitute...for a Vacation Day
Story and photos by Bahn Stormer’s European Correspondant and RSR’s Cranky Webmeister Emmanual Garcia
(See his blog at crankydriver.com)

The Porsche 928 has always been my favorite Porsche. I
had built a model of it in high school about the same time I
really started liking cars. Then I saw it in movies like Weird
Science and Risky Business. It made me want to be a Uboat commander.
Cars I thought were cool in the 1980s included the Lamborghini Countach, Ferrari Testarossa, Lotus Turbo Esprit,
BMW M1, Vector W21, Porsche 959, and even the C4 Chevrolet Corvette. I would have taken a 928 over all of those
other cars back then.
So when I was looking for a new car back in the early
1990s, I had my sights on a 1987 Porsche 928 S4, but ended
up with a 1989 Porsche 944 Turbo S instead (so close).
I don’t regret that purchase, but every time I see a 928,
I still want to get one. What I’m trying to say is I love these
water-cooled, front-engine, rear transmission Porsches
(yes, even the 924). The transmission was put in the rear
to help give the cars a 50-50 weight distribution. They were
often touted as the best handling Porsches around.
I had read that there was a special Transaxle Era exhibit
at the Porsche Museum from April to October of this year.
When I had a chance to take a day off a couple of weeks
ago, I headed over to Stuttgart to visit the museum. This
was one exhibit I couldn’t miss.

That was pretty much it for cars
1998 + 18
Today it’s a very fancy building next to the Porsches on a
stick. It has a café and a restaurant. And most importantly
in Germany, it has its own underground parking garage
After I paid my 8€ to get in, I got my audio guide and headed up the escalator. The guide
recommended following the
chronological path through
the museum of Porsche’s
works, so naturally I went to
the see the 924s first.

Porsches on a stick
1998
The last time I was at the museum was in 1998. Back then
it was just a large
room with a few
cars. I had been in
bigger garages in the
States with just as
many cool Porsches
as the museum.
The Porsche Museum was the building
on the right with the
banners
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Porsche museum

924
One look at these 924s and you immediately know that
they were designed and built in the 1970s (especially the
green one below). It had started as a project with VW that
got cancelled, which Porsche subsequently took over. For
me, the 924 is important because it led to the development
of the 944, especially the turbo versions. The 924 Carrera
GT, GTS, and GTR were really fantastic cars for the time.
I didn’t recall seeing a 924 in a 1980s John Hughes movies, so I checked the internet movie car database. It shows
up for a few seconds in the 1983 movie Private School. I
was going to embed the trailer, but I’m not sure if I’m mature enough to view it.

944
Although I love the 928, I think of all the Porsche transaxles, the 944 Turbo is the best looking (I’m not biased at

all). The 944 was the most popular of the transaxles, with
about 171,000 cars in total being sold. And it was in the
movie Sixteen Candles, because all school kids in Illinois
drove transaxle Porsches in the 1980s.
The 944 that caught my eye at this display was the allwheel drive prototype. Not only was it all-wheel drive, but
the engine was in the rear. Where was that car when I was
buying my Subaru?
I used to have fantasies of driving a 928 over 110 mph on
I-75, but I actually drove my 944 even faster on the German autobahn. Here was a case where real life exceeded
fantasy.

Not quite Guards Red

Welcome home

It’s so clean—how can I get mine like that?

So this is how they can change the master cylinder/oil
filter/radio/etc., on the 944—by removing the body.
(Continued on page 18)
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Even more rare was the 968 Turbo RS, essentially a race
version of the Turbo S. Only 4 of these were made. I looked
for them, but neither of these Turbo models were on display, which is just as well since I would have probably tried
to steal it.

(Vacation -- from page 17)

A rear-engine, allwheel drive 944 with
not junk but a motor
in the trunk

968
The 968 is the evolution of the 924/944 series. Unfortunately it didn’t have a chance to make it into 1980s teen
movies because it was introduced in 1992. It shared only
about 20% of its parts from the outgoing 944 and sold in
much lower volumes.
One of the rarest production Porsche models is the 968
Turbo S. Only 16 of these were ever produced and only sold
in Europe. Had I known this, I would have been more impressed every time I walked by a yellow one I used to see
parked on the streets of Regensburg.

A Roadster, not a Cabriolet
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Breezy, but also not a cabriolet version
928
I remember the 928 being referred to as the German Corvette as well as a shark, presumably because of its nose.
Unlike the 924/944/968 series, it had a V8 engine like the
Corvette. So I find it interesting that since 1997, the Corvette has adopted a similar transaxle configuration, thereby becoming the American 928.
The 928 was originally introduced as a 1978 model and
it was produced until 1995, when the last 968 was also
made. It was supposed to replace the 911 (so close). Even
today, almost 40 years after it was introduced, I still find its
design unique and fresh.
About 80% of them came with an automatic transmission, which was ahead of its time for a Porsche. Many
cars that Porsche sells today are no longer available with
a manual transmission (Panamera, Macan, Cayenne, 911
Turbos).

The car that started it all for me.

The 928 display had a couple of surprises for me, like
the cabriolet and hatchback. I know the 928 is already a
hatchback, but I’m not calling it a “shooting brake”—that’s
just weird.

Meanwhile I am going to avoid scanning the interwebs
for any deal on a 1987 or newer 928. At least until I return
to America.
Other Porsches
And yes, this car is still here. They must have a hard time
trying to get rid of it. It’s not exactly Porsche’s most popular
color.

I’m surprised Porsche didn’t introduce a 928 Cabriolet as with the 944 and 968.

I understand that Porsche apparently makes other cars.
I’m assuming those cars aren’t as well known or popular as
the transaxles, so I’m including them below.

A more hatchier 928 hatchback
So what I think I’ve established here is that I like these
transaxle Porsches because they were often in the 1980s
teen movies (and tv shows) that I used to watch. They are
intertwined with my real experiences with these cars.
In my tiny mind, I became a race car driver whenever
I took the 944 to the track. The only time a female driver ever gave me a thumbs up was when I was driving the
944.
A guy in a Testerossa challenged me to a race on I-696.
An ESPN2 announcer made fun of the 944 and me on a
show about the Pony Express race. A woman at the same
race liked my 944 so much, she bought a 1989 928 (because automatic transmission), put a roll bar in it, and averaged 134.3 mph in the next race. And I was only a little
jealous.
Today I get guys saying things like, “hey, that’s a nice
Subaru wagon. Will it get the same gas mileage as my minivan?” These transaxle Porsches will always be special to
me. If you get a chance, fly over to Germany and see this
exhibit before it’s over.

Left -- first Porsche, an
electric powered Lohner.
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A Performance Sports Car
Deserves a Performance
Collision Center.

That’s Why There’s
AutoMark.
AutoMark specializes in body work for virtually every brand of sports car.
Whether your Porsche needs collision work, paint repairs or any other
cosmetic changes, AutoMark is there to accommodate you.
Our technicians are the best in the industry – providing timely
turnaround, guaranteed workmanship and exceptional customer care.
When your Porsche’s appearance isn’t meeting expectations,
bring it to our state-of-the-art facilities for the quality care your car deserves –
and you expect. Don’t forget to stop by and check out our new,
cutting-edge, Celette Frame Machine, which will return
your vehicle to factory specifications.
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275

5

24750 North Industrial,
Farmington Hills, MI 48335
P (248) 473.8100 • F (248) 473.0800
Hours: Mon.-Fri., 7:30 am – 6:00 pm
www.automarkcollision.com

Around The Zone
By Michael Soriano
Zone 4 Representative
Greetings PCA Zone 4 Members,
I want to wish everyone a very Happy Holiday season. I
have enjoyed another wonderful year as your Zone Rep,
and would like to thank all of the region officers and members who helped to make this year in Zone 4 a successful
one. I was honored to be invited to and welcomed at so
many outstanding events; I only wish that I could have attended even more. I am pleased to see even more regions
working together, and our zone becoming a more cohesive
unit, an important goal of mine since becoming Zone Rep.
During a weekend this autumn, I joined Northern Ohio Region on their trip to the Motor City. Their first stop was
the Henry Ford Museum. From the museum, the group
checked in to The Henry Autograph Hotel and gathered
for an enjoyable dinner at TRIA. The following day, we all
drove to Brighton to visit The Lingenfelter Collection, one
of the largest car collections in the country. Ken Lingenfelter and his wife Kristen were there to welcome us, and
after a while, Ken led a tour of the collection providing anecdotes on many of the nearly 200 cars on display. Once
again this year, a number of regions held color tours, and
I had the opportunity to join Southeast Michigan Region
members. After the tour, they held a fantastic dinner at the
Rochester Mills Beer Co., and everyone had a wonderful
time. The event was so popular that the party room they
reserved was filled beyond capacity.
Just because we’ve put our cars away for the winter, it
doesn’t mean that we can’t experience the same camaraderie and friendship enjoyed during the driving season.
Many regions will be hosting Holiday Parties this month,
and what a great way to kick off the holiday season by celebrating with your PCA friends.
As the New Year begins, and the region calendars firm
up, please remember to check your in boxes, region’s
newsletter and website, as well as the Zone 4 website
http://zone4.pca.org for the most up to date information
about events available to you. Also, consider attending
other regions’ events, such as:
• Eastern Buckeye Region’s Thirsty Thursday at Royal
Docks is December 1
• December 2 is Maumee Valley Region’s Holiday Party at
the Toledo Museum of Art

• Rally Sport Region’s Holiday Party will be on December 3
at Porsche of Ann Arbor
• MORPCA’s 50th Anniversary Annual Meeting and Holiday Party at the Boat House is December 3
• Western Michigan Region’s December Appetizer Party is
December 3
• December 3 is Ohio Valley Region’s Holiday Party at
Porsche of the Village
• Central Indiana Region’s Holiday Gathering and Gift Exchange at Tom Wood Porsche is December 10
• Motor-Stadt Region’s Monthly Board Meeting at Spagnuolo’s in Okemos is December 13
• December 14 is Michiana Region’s Business Meeting at
Dandino’s Supper Club in Goshen
• Southeast Michigan Region’s Annual Holiday Party is December 17 at Orchard Lake Country Club
If you have any questions or comments please feel free to
contact me at MSoriano.ZoneRep@gmail.com
Thanks,
Michael
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CL A SSIFIED A DS
CARS FOR SALE

OTHER ITEMS

2002 Porsche Boxster: Mileage: 125,000 (avg 8K/year) NO
Winters! Transmission:
5-speed manual. Exterior: Lapis Blue Metallic.
Interior: Graphite Gray
Leather. Condition: Clean,
meticulously maintained
with complete documentation, no accidents,
Very minor exterior scratches and minimal interior wear.
Aftermarket options: 18” Porsche turbo twist wheels (have
original wheels), new Michelin PSS. Recently replaced
parts: Back window, water pump, brakes, fluids, filters,
HVAC screen. Asking price: $12,900 OBO. Email: phil@philmatherracing.com Phone: 734-476-0617 (12/16)

Deka Battery: DeKa ETX30L AGM lightweight(23lb), compact battery, 7”H, 6”W, 5”D. 400 cold cranking amps.
Used 3 mo. $50. Email: aos2@comcast.net (10/16)

2008 911 Turbo Cabriolet: One owner, garage kept vehicle that has never seen
rain or snow, and has
been 100% dealer maintained. All wheel drive,
Tiptronic S, full leather
interior, Bose Sound System and Navigation. Perfect condition with 11,095 miles.
Asking $79,500. Call or text Bob Hlavaty at 313-805-7208.
(08/16)
2008 Cayman S: 70K Miles. Enthusiast owned, always garaged, and never driven in
winter.
Meteor grey metallic exterior with stone
grey interior. 6 spd manual
(new clutch). Options include “Preferred Package”
(matching floor mats, colored
Porsche crest wheel caps, Bose high end sound, rain sensing
wipers, automatic day/night mirrors), heated/power seats
with memory, Bi-Xenon Headlamps Package (auto leveling),
auto climate control and 19 inch Carrera Classic wheels. Full
service records since purchased Certified Pre-owned at 18K.
Moving to a right hand drive country and I am unable to
take it with me sadly. Asking $29K. Email me at benedictwd@gmail.com. (08/16)
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Wheels: 4-Zinik Rims & Fierce Tires: 18” Chrome Wheels,
10-Spoke, Two 5-Lug Mounting Patterns; mounted on HP
225/40R18 88H Tires, Basically Brand New. Price: $1200.00.
4-Porsche Turbo Twist Polished Aluminum 18” Rims & Tires:
Front: 8x18-Rims with Sumitomo HTRZII 235/40ZR/18 91Y
Tires. Rear: 11x18-Rims with Sumitomo HTRZII 275/35ZR/18
95W Tires. Less than 2000-miles on tires which have a very
wide thread-width and a great thread pattern. Includes 4-antique solid polished aluminum stamped center caps with
the Porsche Crest. Price: $2800.00. Pirelli PZero Asimmetrico Tires only: 2-Front: 225/40ZR/18, 2-Rear: 295/30ZR/18.
Tires only; maybe 8-yrs old a little hard plenty of thread left
for abuse, best offer. Call or Text: Wes @ 248-425-1112 in
South, Lyon, MI for pictures, pick-up only. (08/16)
Chatterbox Tandem Communicator Kit for DE: Rechargeable battery. Includes AC adapter, student headset and
microphones. Excellent condition. New price: $120. Asking
$60. Andy 734-718-6432. (07/16)
Cobra Sebring Pro Race Seat for sale: 2009 model. Excellent
condition. $1k new. $450 OBO. Andy 734-718-6432. (07/16)
Engine lift table: Harbor Freight 1000 lb. capacity hydraulic
table cart. Used condition. New price $260. Asking $120.
Andy 734-718-6432. (07/16)
997 GT3 Parts: I am parting out a 2007 997 GT3 with 7,506
miles. I had an accident at a Drivers Education event in September that resulted in a slow roll. The car was totaled,
but many parts are being parted/sold from this great car.
Outer two front radiator assemblies. $1,750. Rear motor
mounts. $600 pair. Four piece Rennsport aluminum pedal
set. Adjustable throttle piece. $300 set. Shifter assembly
with e-brake assembly. Alcantara. $1,950. Windshield wiper assembly with wipers. $250. Navigation GPS box. $350.
Hood. Lightweight. $1,200. Hood opener assembly. $250.
Front suspension assembly including OEM coil over shocks
& steering rack. $3,500. Right rear suspension including coil
over shock and half shaft. $1,200. Left rear suspension in-

cluding coil over shock and half shaft. Broken lower arms.
$500. 3 sets new Pirelli race slicks. 6 rear 295/680/19 and 6
front 235/645/19. $3,000 firm for all or $1,250 per set of 4.
Total available: 8 rears and 6 fronts. Four Victor Racing 19”
wheels with used slicks. Silver. $1,200. 7” front with a total
offset from the inner lip of 6 7/16”. 11” rear with a total
offset from the inner lip of 7 ½”. All items must be prepaid.
Shipping is extra. I have photos of most items and a video
of the engine running. Reasonable offers will be accepted,
especially if bundling parts. Contact Tom Green at 734-4170030 or paragonsvc@aol.com. (12/15)
Car Storage: heated, secured $550 up to 6 months. Call
Clem Weierstahl 810-636-2840. (09/16)

WANTED ITEMS
911 Seats: Looking for a set of seats for my ‘86 911. Can be
in need of restoration as long as the foam is in good shape.
Interested in something with good thigh/kidney bolster
support for track days but no fixed backs to keep my wife
happy on tour days. 80’s Recaro’s (doesn’t have to be from
Porsche) or “sport” seats would be preferred. Would like
to keep cost low. Contact g.roberson567@yahoo.com with
offers. (3/16)

Roadway Karma from page 13
• Not everyone on the road is as comfortable behind the
wheel as I am. People in small cars may fear big trucks,
people with poor vision may be nervous and thus slower
behind the wheel, new drivers may seem erratic as they
develop confidence in a vehicle, and yes – a parent may
be distracted by demanding children in his or her car.
Just as in life, you cannot change others’ behavior, only
your own. Reacting compassionately, and maintaining
awareness of other cars, is our best bet in almost any
frustrating driving situation.
The Roadway Karma Challenge is on. As I head out onto
the roads from now on, I’ll be trying to improve the ways in
which I interact with other drivers. I know it won’t be easy,
but at least I’ll give it a good try. Every car holds a soul in



















.






it which is just as worthy as mine, and that which is divine
in me is most certainly divine in the other driver. Namaste,
fellow drivers…and please don’t text and drive.
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Compromise is for politicians
When you’re ready to take your sports car to
the next level, we’re ready to help. Tailored
vehicle development for the enthusiast
unwilling to compromise. Contact us today.
contactvrp@vrperformance.com
www.vrperformance.com

43706 Utica Rd / Sterling Heights / 48314 / 586.991.2455
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Porsche Club of America
Rally Sport Region -- Board/Club Meeting Minutes

Tuesday, November 1, 2016

Tim Pott: President........................................................... Present
Peter Grant: Vice-President............................................... Present
Burghard Linn: Treasurer................................................... Present
Mary Ann Kantrow: Secretary............................................ Present
Dave Cooper: Events Committee....................................... Absent
Rick Mammel: Past President & Advertising...................... Present

Jim Dowty: Insurance Chair............................................... Present
John Kytasty....................................................................... Present
Dan Kantrow...................................................................... Present
Tom Krueger: Track Registrar............................................. Absent
Axel Schmidt...................................................................... Present

Members & Visitor Present: Mike McKelvey, Kevin Kral, Heramb Dandekar, John McIver, Joe Conen, Eric Gedeon, George
Gilligan, Phil Mather Conrad Zumhagen, Gary Hibler, Wes Rozan, Ian Scott, Gary Hibler, David Finch, Mike O’Rear – Editor
and Glenn Trapp-Historian/Membership.

• Nov 6: Polar Bear Run Host: Sebastian Gaeta
• Dec 3: (New Date) Annual RSR Holiday Party Hosts: Tim
Pott. Germain -Porsche of Ann Arbor

Call to Order: Tim Pott called the meeting to order at 7:03PM
at Karl’s Cabin in Plymouth.
President’s Report: Tim Pott informed the board that Dave
Cooper will be stepping down. His position will be filled with
the election. He will still be the Events Chairperson with Peter
Grant as the co-chair.
Meeting Minutes: October minutes were reviewed. Motion:
To approve meeting minutes passed unanimously.
Treasurer’s Report: Burghard Linn reviewed the October report. Motion: To approve financial report passed unanimously.
REMINDER: The Treasurer’s Report is available to any RSR Club
member. E-Mail your request to Burghard Linn (burghard.
linn@gmail.com).

2017 Events:
• Jan 29: Karting (non-RSR Event). JD Karting – Host Axel
Schmidt RSVP required by Dec. 15.
• TBD: Spring trip -Auburn Cord Museum – Host Matt and
Zack Huber.
• Sept (TBD): Soaring with RSR Tri-Hosts: Dave Finch, Peter
Grant and John Kytasty
New Business: None
Old Business: None
Motion: To adjourn the meeting passed unanimously at
7:45PM. Minutes taken by: Mary Ann Kantrow, Secretary

Insurance Report: Jim Dowty has the certificate ready for the
Polar Bear Run.
Advertising Report: Rick Mammel and Mike O’Rear found
that we have a good balance between content and advertising.

https://www.pca.org/porsche-panorama-mobile-apps

Membership: Glenn Trapp stated that the club has 302 members.
Track Report: Phil Mather reported that the track committee
is updating the tech form. The suggestion of a log book was
discussed. The newsletter has the new DE dates for next year.
Newsletter: Mike O’Rear has made the deadline for the next
newsletter on Nov. 20. He is looking for more content.
Events Committee: Peter Grant reported:
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TEAM ILLUMINATA MOTORSPORT

teamilluminata.com
R
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From the Back Seat
By RSR Vice-President Peter Grant

This year was a tough year for me in terms of making it to
our excellent “driving” events. That said, I was able to make
many of our “social” events, which, of course, I “drove”
to! If you think about it, our “driving” events are actually
“touring” events, and our social events are actually “driving” events. Really? I guess the question is, why does this
matter, and what does it have to do with anything at all?
Well, if you were from the PCA, it matters a lot because
you’d be the ones insuring us against any lawsuit that might
arise from a mishap occurring during our driving to or from
an event, as well as anything that might happen during one
of our “touring” events. But there’s a real difference between the two. We drive to work, we drive to the grocery
store, we drive the kids to soccer or baseball, and those
who attended drove to our fabulous Christmas party. The
object of driving is usually to get from point “A” to point
“B”. Granted, it can be a lot more fun in a Porsche than a
Ford Taurus, but the mission is the same regardless of what
your mode of transportation is…to get somewhere.
Touring, on the other hand, is very different. While it
also involves getting from point “A” to point “B”, the real
event is in the journey itself. There is a rich history of literature from the likes of Hermann Hesse and Kahlil Gibran
which encourages us to “stop and smell the roses” along
the way, to not be in such a hurry to get to the destination,
as the journey along the way is what really matters.
And this is where our driving/touring events give me
pause. Ever try to smell a rose as you go blasting by it at
80mph, or while drifting through a 90-degree left or righthander? I dare say that if you are driving, you’d better
have your entire focus on the actual task of driving and all
that it requires when you’re reaching out for the corners
of your favorite Porsche’s performance envelope. And if
you’re a passenger, you’re either grinning from ear to ear
and couldn’t care less about the rose that just rushed by
only a few inches from your door, or (applies probably to
most spouses) you have a death grip on the door handle
and hope to live to see the destination, which can’t come
soon enough!
Somewhere, somehow, some way, touring seems to
have become synonymous with speed. Funny, I thought
that was what our driving schools were for. Now, I live in a
glass house and am certainly not going to cast any stones
here. I’ve joined in these “touring” events with reckless
abandon, flogging my poor little 3.2L Porsche as hard as
I can to keep up with the “big” guys and their GT3s, tur-

bos, and heavily modified rides. What fun! Unfortunately,
I guarantee you that I saw nothing but the road, potential
offending traffic entering the road unexpectedly, and the
next turn along the way. Color tour? What color? Polar
Bear run…the sweat on my hands would indicate that the
outside temperature has no effect on my concentration
and effort to go fast.
Make no mistake about it…it is fun, made much more
so because we all drive incredibly capable cars that were
conceived and built from the get-go to be high performance sports cars. I’m just not sure public roads are the
place to explore the outer reaches of their performance
envelope. Touring, such as with the Fall Color Tour, can be
an exceptional driving experience even if you don’t double the speed posted for the upcoming turn. Porsches are
great cars at any speed, and I’d like to suggest that real joy
can also come from driving them well…whether at speed
or at cruise. Making smooth up and down shifts, smooth
transitions from curve to curve, smooth stops and starts.
Doing that, and enjoying the scenery along the way, can be
equally fun…and a whole lot safer!
For what it’s worth, these are my thoughts and my
thoughts only. PCA did not encourage or pay me to write
this, nor did any officer of the club. Maybe it’s because I’ve
raced for so many years that I’ve come to realize that pushing a cars limits can go quickly and often unexpectedly bad,
and is something to do at the track, not on Main Street.

Editor’s Note: Those of you with a sharp eye
for detail may notice that one of our long-time
advertisers, Gilson MotorSports, no longer has
an ad in the Bahn Stormer. Howard Gilson
advised us that he is in the process of closing
Gilson MotorSports. We appreciate Howard’s
years of support and wish him all the very best.
Hopefully he will continue as a very active
member of PCA.
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Porsche Financial Services. See your participating authorized Porsche dealer for details.

There's a reason it's called a new beginning.
Ultra-low-mileage lease options now available.*

Porsche of Farmington Hills
37911 Grand River Avenue
Farmington Hills, MI 48335
(248) 471-0800
www.farmington-hills.
porschedealer.com
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